NOTICE

The following students have been assigned the role as Gender Champions for the academic year 2023-24 at BITS Pilani Hyderabad Campus to strengthen the potential of young boys and girls to advocate for gender equality and monitor progress towards gender justice.

1) Ms. Maddala Harshini (ID No. 2021AAPS0529H) ([20210529@hyderabad.bits-pilani.ac.in])
2) Mr. Shreya Kumar (ID No. 2021A7PS1508H) ([20211508@hyderabad.bits-pilani.ac.in])
3) Mr. Baibhav Brahma (ID No. 2022A4PS1397H) ([20221397@hyderabad.bits-pilani.ac.in])
4) Mr. Shlok Sahu (ID No. 2022A1PS1843H) ([20221843@hyderabad.bits-pilani.ac.in])

Prof. Suchismita Satpathy, Associate Professor, Department of Humanities and Social Sciences will continue to be the Nodal Teacher for the purpose.

The term of Nodal Teacher and Gender Champions will be up to the end of Second Semester of the academic year 2023-24.

The services rendered by the outgoing Champions are highly appreciated.

(Venkata Narayana R Atmakuri)
Deputy Registrar
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